TO,

CPIO

POWER GRID CORPORATION LTD.


Respected Sir,

I am writing with reference to my previous RTI PGCL/ R/ 2018/ 50425, first appeal PGCL/ A/ 2018/ 60070. Sir As per order of first appeal authority ref. no PGCL/ A/2018/60070 dated 12/9/2018, inspection of records was allowed to the applicant. But the photocopies of records inspected was not provided by the concerned office i.e. POWER GRID CORPORATION SUB STATION KARTARPUR JALANDHAR PUNJAB as they said they do not got any instruction for giving copy of records inspected. Reminder for the clarification regarding provision of photocopy of document inspected was given to the concerned authority but no reply has been given till date.

Sir, Sir According to CIC Decision CIC/ AT/ A/2009/000652 dated 16/11/2019 R.K Jain vs. Department of Revenue “Clearly ordered that Applicant is authorized to take copies of the inspected documents on payment of requisites fees.

According to CIC Decision No. CIC/ SG/ A/2010/001407/8431 dated 10/07/2010 Mr. Rajveer Singh vs. Mr. B.D Sharma CPIO and Director ESIC “ordered and allowed appellant to inspect records and take photocopies of selected records.”

According to CIC Decision No. CIC/AD/ A/09/00125 dated 23/02/2009 Mr. Sdharth Mishra vs. BSNL Cuttak “The Commission invokes Section 2(j) (iv) of the RTI Act to allow use of camera by the Appellant to take photos of documents required. Accordingly, the CPIO is directed to provide all the information as requested by the Appellant in his RTI request dt. 18.8.08 and also allow the use of photographic camera for taking photographs of records in the file which the BSNL had agreed to show to the Appellant. The information to be provided within 15 days of the receipt of this Order.”

But till date photocopies of records inspected by me was not provided by the concerned office.

My Grievance no. PMOPG/E/2018/0477917, PMOPG/E/2018/0519149, MPOWER/E/2018/00826 was disposed by your office by giving remark that my grievance relates to RTI matter.

Photocopies of records were not provided by the concerned office till date So, I am filling fresh RTI for the same. So, please provide me information under RTI act following points:


Thanking you

Vajinder Pal Singh
H.no-25 Vasant Vihar EXTENSION
Post office Model Town Jalandhar

Date: 14.12.2018